
L Language
Things are said a little bit different here
Different places have different sayings. What are some of the things people say here that they

don't say back home - or what are some foreign phrases you've learned?



M Money, Money, Money
What it looks like
If you're traveling to another country, you'll immediately notice the money looks different. If

you're in your home country, what do you imagine a other currencies to look like? Draw below.



N News
Extra! Extra! Read all about it. Headlines of today
While you're traveling, there are still things happening around the world. Check it out to find

out what's going on and write the highlights below.



O Opinions
First, second, and third place favorites
There are many enjoyable things about this trip, but what's your opinion on the top three

things you've  seen or done. Award them below.



P Postcards
Don't forget to send some postcards

Wish you were here

Send a post card to:

Yourself

A family member

Your best friend

Your second best friend

The person watching your pet

Your teacher

Your coach

Someone you care about

Who are you sending them to?

Postcards are awesome to collect, send to yourself for a souvenir, or send to loved ones to let

them know you're thinking about them.



Q Questions
Who - What - When - Where - Why
The best trips make us ask a lot of questions, but we might not always have time to get the

answers. Write your questions here and research the answers when you get home.



R Review it
What did we do and what did I think about it?
While this whole A-Z Travel Journal is an in-depth trip reflection, this is a place to give a

simple review. Write down what you want to review and fill-in up to 5 stars to review it. 



S Signs
Signs are everywhere - you just need to look
Color in any of the modes of transportation used on this trip. Underline the ones you hope to

try someday, and put an X on the ones you never want to do.



T Transportation
This is how we got around
Color in any of the modes of transportation used on this trip. Underline the ones you hope to

try someday, and put an X on the ones you never want to do.



U Understanding
Understanding Local Customs and Traditions
Take some time to observe and ask locals questions to answer some of the following

questions about the place you're visiting?

What are some of the local crafts being made here?

What are the traditional and casual dress codes?

What are the local manners, especially around shopping and meal times?

How is the local history represented?



V Views
This is what I see at this EXACT moment
What's in front of you RIGHT NOW? Is it another family member, a gorgeous landscape, a

waiting room for your tour? Draw it below.



W Weather
How's the weather?
Pick a day and keep track of the weather throughout the day. Does it stay the same, is it a

little bit of everything? Write it below:

Today's Date:

Where we are today:

TEMPERATURE & WEATHER

MORNING                                         MID-DAY                                       EVENING

Updates:



X X marks the spot
Draw a map
Mapping your day or your trip is a fun way to get your bearings. Make a map below and use the

key to identify what the symbols mean.



Y Yesterday
This is what we did yesterday

What was the date yesterday?

 

Where was I yesterday?

 

What did I eat for breakfast yesterday?

 

What was the coolest thing I saw yesterday?

 

 

What was my favorite part of the day yesterday?

 

What do I want to try again sometime?

 

 

What time did I eat dinner last night?

 

What time did I fall asleep?

 

Reflect on your trip by asking yourself details about yesterday.  This is great for many

reasons, but especially to help reinforce and remember your trip.



Z Zig Zag
Oooodles of Dooooodles
Freedom - we're at Z. Do what you want on this page. Draw something trip related. Draw the

first thing you want to do when you get home. Have fun!


